Besam SL500 and Besam SL500 T
automatic sliding doors
ASSA ABLOY Entrance Systems
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Superior flexibility

Convenience and energy-savings combined

Upgrade and modernize with ease

Applicable even on existing doors, regardless of brand

SL500

The Besam SL500 can be tailored not only to functionality, but also to
your budget. Its modular features ensure state-of-the-art versatility and
convenient upgrades.
Flexible opening width
Adjustable hold-open time
Auto-airing and sustainable-drive mode options
Nurse-function for quick and partial opening
Intelligent lock management

” Versatility to
ensure value for
money - at all times”

More efficient and less time-consuming service
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Value for money
Standardization often means you pay for functionalities you never asked for, or that products do not meet
your specific business demands. We simply believe
that each entrance is unique and that you should
get value for your money - at all times.

Convenience and energy-savings combined
Convenience to us is equivalent to comfort - that is
making things simple and effortless for our customers.
That is why we have paid extra attention to the features that will ensure optimal performance but minimal
hassle for you.

Whether you’d like to further improve energy savings
or add extra security to your sliding door system –
tailored solutions have never been easier or closer at
hand. We can upgrade and modernize to meet new
requirements without time-consuming and complex
entrance re-modelling.

During intense traffic situations, the entrance hold
open time will automatically increase, ensuring
uninterrupted flow, for the convenience of pedestrians
and staff. This intelligent feature not only
saves energy, it also increases the product’s lifetime.

Tailored to your budget and needs
We don’t believe in you waisting money on abundant
functionalities, nor do we want you to lack any. The
Besam SL500 can be tailored not only to functionality and performance, but also to your budget and
maintenance needs.

With additional sealing (Besam TightSeal), sustainable
drive mode, intelligent opening width depending on
traffic, inner- and outer door air locking, and timer settings - be assured that your entrance suits
your people flow as well as your environmental footprint.

ASSA ABLOY, Besam, Crawford, Megadoor and Albany, as words and logotypes, are examples of trademarks owned by
ASSA ABLOY Entrance Systems or companies within the ASSA ABLOY Group.

Value for money

Available as 150mm and telescopic solution

Select your program easily depending on traffic

Aesthetically appealing
The Besam SL500 and Besam SL500 T operators are
ideally slim and appealing without compromising with
opening width or noise level. The program selector
is intuitive, discrete and attractively modern in its
design.
We believe in diversity. For that reason, Besam door
systems can be tailored to your wishes. With the
modular features and upgrade possibilities of the operator in combination with our vast offer of different
frames and glass, you can rely on creating the ideal
and most appealing door system for your business
and traffic flow.
Security
Secure entrances give you control of access and entry
around-the-clock, safe-guarding your staff and goods.
The Besam SL500’s security system and the key impulse include a locking feature so unwanted visitors
cannot follow staff inside when entering a building.
It also has an active lock function in exit mode, so
people can exit the building while preventing entry
after closing time.

Maintenance programs for your needs and budget

Safety
We, like you, take personal safety in- and around our
entrances seriously. For that reason, we always aim at
exceeding your expectations when it comes to personal safety and strive for your peace of mind.
The Besam SL500 and Besam SL500 T offer a number
of highly intelligent features as standard, specially designed for optimal pedestrian safety at all times. The
operator’s modular features also open up for adding
safety features, which is ideal if you were not able to
impact the building’s entrance solution from start or
have had a change of heart.

Support and advice
We have the passion, experience and expertise to
support you in project managing your entrances;
from the drawing table to budget management
and service maintenance programs for your complete building.

For your convenience, energy-savings and pro-longing the product’s life cycle, regular maintenance is
recommended. With ASSA ABLOY Entrance Systems Maintenance Programs and service friendly design
features that support our professional service technicians, maintenance has never been more efficient.
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ASSA ABLOY Entrance Systems is a leading supplier of entrance automation
solutions for efficient flow of goods and people. With our globally
recognized product brands Besam, Crawford, Megadoor and Albany, we offer
products and services dedicated to satisfying end-user needs for safe, secure,
convenient and sustainable operations.
ASSA ABLOY Entrance Systems is a division within ASSA ABLOY.
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ASSA ABLOY Entrance Systems

Follow us:

Tel: +44 (0)114 257 4330
info.uk.aaes@assaabloy.com
assaabloyentrance.com

Please enter ASSA ABLOY Entrance
in the channel's search field.

